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Today most believe in the “Common Good” but
did we notice that after we came to believe in
the common good, many were persuaded that
each, personally, IS the common good.
Yes! In recent years children have been
taught to believe that each one is the most
important and, after indoctrination, those that
take pride in this promotion see themselves,
individually, AS the ‘common good’. They then
no longer accept the old concept of common
good because that has become just another
name for “my good” and each thinks that
anyone who sees ‘common good’ as different
from the pride-made personal choice must be
stupid or at least anti-social.
We are flattered by mind manipulating lies. A
good friend expresses amazement that
strangers she talks to may instantly place her in
a ‘box’ representing attitudes or beliefs, but
major ideological groups assume and recognize
‘forms of language’. Public Relations science
has now analyzed words and attitudes and
refined this to an art for far more precise
‘inhuman’ use.
Manipulators spend many $millions on
collecting
data
about
whole
national
populations; about ideas, preferences and
human weaknesses; about deceptive education
and the way words are understood and used.
All, of course, computerized for grading and
analysis. Control does not need ‘mind-blowing’
just a creeping paralysis of logic. Information is
not protected from the international “SS”.
Communities are now studied to such detail that
propaganda can be directed to wider groupings.
A father may hear what appeals to him and a
son hear what appeals to him while each
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ignores the other and the words that attract the
preferences of the other.
The result is that many now think they know
Christianity but we don’t know Christianity –
think they know health but we don’t know health
– think they know freedom but we don’t know
freedom – think they know politics but we don’t
know politics – think they know education but
we don’t know education – think they know love
but we don’t know love.
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The “Party System” allows behind scene
manipulators to persuade nations to support
unjust wars or cause communities to welcome
laws that stifle healthy understanding.
Dictatorial governments cuckoo democracy and
people still believe themselves free. In the end
however, it is still individual choice; we buy
‘flattering’ seductions because we love them.

Ideas about these and many other subjects
have become fragments in imagination – ghosts
inserted by mind manipulation and accepted
because our logic is confused.

There can be no democracy unless each
electorate choose its own representative. That
is the base for democracy. All rights are
created, held, made meaningful and protected
by this act of choice.
Without this, no
convention, right or law is secure to the people.

This explains why some spend lifetimes in
efforts of reform while unable to see that ideas
of Law, or Education, or God – of government
or health or welfare or culture or compassion,
are just dismembered fragments of life acting in
mind like a force of hypnosis. It is escape proof
because we cannot see that there is anything to
escape from.

Manipulators think themselves exempt; they call
it legal so its O.K., but at best they are no better
than thieves, confidence tricksters, or mass
murderers. In friendship’s disguise they assault
without concern or pity and, vampire-like, drain
the human-logic of victims. They trick people
into error to rob them of their humanity. THAT
is atrocity and we know it!

The ‘Party’ trick
Trained agents employ top PR to influence
people to accept ideas or to vote for ‘party
promoted’ candidates.
Parties compete,
unknowing that apart from ‘right’ candidates’
winning, it is irrelevant who wins and citizens
cannot see that the ‘party system’ is a
confidence trick.

To save our pride we close our eyes.
Modern propaganda causes communities to
support what, in free conscience, would be
rejected. Webs of misinformation seriously
entangle and disable our logic and we willingly
die for the lie!

Party systems cannot be logically defended as
valid democracy; they cannot be democratic. A
party system can be effective only so long as
under overlord (external) control to stop the
naturally unstable system exposing its
weakness through forces of its own idiocy.

Those seeing a little of the growing inequity
keep hitting their heads against brick walls until
overcome by futility and exhaustion. We refuse
to believe that we need to see a complete
picture – we cannot incorporate the insight of
others so as to broaden our campaign and
reveal the wider reality – we cannot change
ideas for fear of weakening our fixation. >>>
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But it is not too late! When sophistication
corrupts nature, faults develop: nylon will
disintegrate where cotton holds.
Do we still have the courage to save
ourselves when given knowledge and evidence?
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Mind Manipulation

Can activists begin to see enough of truth to
join forces and thereby expose the big picture to
a larger audience?

The cancer we buy and love.
Every lying persuasion, cancer-like,
deforms the logical ability of the brain.

Our brain was made for gain; not for drain of
human garbage.

Edward L. Bernays is credited as the modern
genius of public relations propaganda (see Ch.3
of Globalism Brainwash etc). This subversive
science has quickly advanced. The mind
manipulators, in pride of their achievement, now
reveal new dimensions of their inhuman trade.

For salvation an awakening must occur!
Greed and pride, in love of the lie, enslave the
mind; only by facing truth can we know reality.
*
*
*
For support of the above read MindWeb
articles and books, key words in the “Site
Search” facility may help you find related items
and these “Discussion leaflets” are formatted
to concentrate critical issues.
Leaflets in “Acrobat” format can be downloaded ready for 2 side printout on A4 paper.
Enter at “Leaflets”.
One advantage of printed material is that it can
be kept handy for reference – or to pass to
others for comment or discussion. A more
important advantage will become visible as you
read the 10 6 leaflets now on this file.
Regards; A. Gourley.
welook@themindweb.com

If you have clicked the picture on themindweb
home page you will know that I am now in my
83rd year and for about half of that time I have
been trying to show humanity the deadly
danger of its situation.
At first only exposure of simple facts seemed
needed, people would understand and quickly,
just by seeing, fix the problem. This was not so;
should I explain more clearly? After about
twenty years I began to realize that people could
not believe, or could not always accept, the
obvious. I had to look to a broad spectrum and
avoid extremists who discredit all reform by
falling for so many of the decoys the
manipulators put out.
A recent TV feature called “The Cutting Edge”
advertised: “Explores how the cultures of
marketing and advertising have come to
influence what US consumers buy”. This gave a
new dimension to the depths of social

confidence trickery to which some descend for
power or, ‘just a few dollars more’.
A Culture of Cancer
We have looked at various aspects of mind
manipulation and know that Public Relations, as
a commercial tool, is in disguise of its true use.
The true use of PR is political/cultural
manipulation. It has already proven that it can
get an unknown candidate elected before one
known and respected. It can also give power to
justify war, create hate or promote (by use of
Hegelian Dialectic) the deadly humanist
ideology now ruling our culture.
It comes as no surprise that this power is
directed to political deceit; that is not in
question.
However the refinements now
achieved lead me to believe that new exposures
may make it easier for many to understand what
is happening. The mind of every person is not
yet fully enslaved to mind manipulation; this
leaves a ray of hope.
People will say some are always trying to
persuade us to buy this or vote for that; it’s a
natural part of life; what does it matter? Well, in
cave-man days it didn’t matter. Everyone knew
everything; survival needed unity and opinions
were honest expressions of experience. Life is
now changed, we no longer hunt wild food and
avarice is more and more promoted.
Your health, happiness, wealth and even your
life are all ‘fair game’ for the human predator.
Let these get the power of knowledge to
manipulate you and they own you. Sabretoothed tigers were play kittens by comparison.
>>>

